Introduction
Let p = A 2 (x) AI be an irreducible representation of G = SX(5, C) x GL(4, C) on V=AC 5 ® C 4 (= F(10) (x) F(4)). Then we have a Zariski-dense G-orbit, namely, the triplet (G, p, V) is a prehomogeneous vector space (abbrev. P.V.). All irreducible P.V.'s are completely classified (See [SK] ), and the fc-functions of irreducible regular P.V.'s are already calculated (See [SKKO] , [Ki] , [KM] , [KO] , [O 2] ) by using microlocal analysis (See [SKKO] ) except the case of our P.V. (G, p, V) which has the most complicated microlocal structure among all the reduced irreducible regular P. In this paper, we shall give the detailed explanation of the original method used in [O 1] for the orbital decomposition of (G, p, V) (Proposition 2.1) and determine all good holonomic varieties (Theorem 3.4). These results are fundamental to investigate the microlocal structure of our P.V. from which we can get some information of the b-function (See [O 1]).
We shall roughly explain our method. Let G' = SL(5, C) x GL(3, C), p' 2 = A 2 ®A l , V =AC 5 (x) C 3 . Then (G', p', V) is an irreducible P.V. and its orbital decomposition has been completed in [Ki] . By an injection GL(3, C) Communicated by M. Kashiwara, November 6, 1989 . * University of Tsukuba School for the Blind, Tokyo 112, Japan. 9,4-H JeGL(4, C), we can regard G' as a subgroup of G = SL(5, C) V / 2 2 x GL(4, C), and V=A C 5 (x) C 4 can be identified with F' © V" with F" = yl C 5 . Let {x-} iel be representative points of G'-orbits in V given in Table 2 . Then, clearly, any point of V= V 0 V" is G-equivalent to a point of a form (x/, x") for some ie/ and some x" in F". For each case iel in Table 2 , we shall 2 determine the G-equi valence class of {(x-, x"); x" eV" =AC 5 }. + x"(x"eV" =AC 5 ) is G-equivalent to x 7)27 + yi (1 < i < 5)
where y l9 y 2 , y 3 contain some parameters (See Proposition 2.15). It is difficult to eliminate these parameters. However, one can see, x = x 7>2 7 + .yiisa point of a G-orbit such that its closure contains the G-orbit S 4fll in Table  1 . Fortunately, we can determine all G-orbits such that its closure contains S 4>11 (See Proposition 2.11), and hence, we can determine all G-equivalence classes of x 7)27 + y\ without parameters. This idea is often used in this paper. The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professors Mikio Sato, Masaki Kashiwara, Tatsuo Kimura and Tamaki Yano for their invaluable advice and encouragement. § 1. Preliminaries
We review some fundamental notions on prehomogeneous vector spaces. Definition 1.1. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group, p an ndimensional rational representation of G on a vector space V 9 all defined over C. When V has a Zariski-dense G-orbit, the triplet (G, p, V) is called a prehomogeneous vector space, and abbreviated by P.V. Let g (resp. F*, dp) be the Lie algebra of G(resp. the dual vector space of V, the infinitesimal representation of p). For a point x 0 of V 9 we define the conormal vector space V* 0 by V* Q = {yeV*,(dp(A)x 0 ,yy=Q for all AEQ}(=(dp(g i )x 0 ) ± ). Thus we obtain a triplet (G xo , p xo , F x *) which is called the colocalization of (G, p, F) at x 0 , where G XQ denotes the isotropy subgroup {geG; p(g)x Q = x 0 } of G at x 0 and p xo denotes the restriction of the contragredient representation p* of p to G Xo . Definition 1.2. We identify the cotangent bundle T*F with Fx F*. Similarly T*F* ~ F* x F** will be identified with Fx F*. For a G-orbit S in V, we define the conormal bundle A = T s * F of S by the Zariski-closure of U ( X 3 K?) in F x F* . It is also called a holonomic variety.
jceS
We note that A is G-prehomogeneous (i.e., A has a Zariski-dense G-orbit) if and only if a colocalization (G x , p x , V*) is a P.V. for xeS.
= SL(5, C) x GL(4, C), p = A 2 ®A^ V=A C 5 (x) C 4 .
Proposition 2.1. The triplet (G, p, F) has the following 63 orbits Sy gwefl in Table 1 . 
, where the u t A Uj(l < i <j < 5) and u k (6 < k < 9) span F(10) and F(4) over C respectively. The representative points in Table 1 (or 2) are chosen so that the nilpotent parts of the isotropy subalgebras are contained in the upper triangular matrices in sl(5) 0 gl(4). Eemark 2.3. In the Table 1 in [O 1], the orbit St 6 , 16 was missed. We correct it in this paper.
Remark 2.4. By comparing the G-invariant indices z,j, fc, one can see immediately that these 63 orbits in Table 1 are mutually distinct. Now, by Proposition 1.7, we shall prove that every point in V is Gequivalent to one of the representative points in Table 1 .
Let F fe (10) be a 10-dimensional vector space 7(10) (x) u k (6 <k<9). We take F 6 (10)0 F 7 (10)0 F 8 (10) as V and F 9 (10) as V" in Proposition 1.7.
We identify G = SL(5) x GL(4) with the subgroup (2.1) jeGL(9); AeSL(5), 5eGL(4)i of GL (9), and G' = SL(5) x GL(3)
B J )
with the subgroup (2.2) n 0 F 0 eGL(9); AeSL(5), FeGL(3) of G.
IAo o i/ '
It has been proved by T.Kimura that the triplet (G', p|G', V) = (SL(5) x GL(3), yd 2 (SMi 5 F(10)(x) F(3)) has 25 orbits which are represented by the following points given in Table 2 (See [Ki] ).
Therefore, for a point x = x' + x" with x'e F' and x"e F", we may assume that x' belongs to one of these 25 orbits. Table 2 , by repeating the same argument, we obtain 25 orbits (39) ~ (63) in Table 1 . Therefore, we may assume that x' is one of [1] ~ [17] in Table 2 .
Definition 2.5. For a point x ; = ^x k (x k e F k (10), k = 6, 7, 8), we define vector spaces T x > and N x . as follows. The subspace T x , of V" is the 3-dimensional subspace spanned by {p(s k9 (l))x k -x k \k = 6, 7, 8} where s 0 -(A)(z'/;') denotes the element of G satisfying s^/lX-= u t + A.UJ and s tj (X)u k = u k (k ^ i) for AeC. Note that s /; -(/l) is an element of SL(5) (resp. SL(4)) for 1 < i, j < 5 (resp. 6 < i,j < 9). The space N x , is the quotient space V"/T x ,. Then the following lemma is obvious. Proof. Assume that there exist two one-codimensional orbits S 1 and S 2 which are zeros of irreducible polynomials f 1 and / 2 respectively. Then F(x) = /iM deg/2 //2M deg/1 gives a non-constant absolute invariant (cf. [SK] ) which contradicts the prehomogeneity of (G, p, V).
Q.E.D.
Definition 2.8. Let S be an orbit. We define 3tf(S) = {S'\S' is an G-orbit satisfying S c S'}.
Remark 2.9. (1) Let Xj^eV, {y n } a sequence in V, satisfying y n -* 0 (n -> oo). Since dp(o)x 0 = T XQ S 12ilo is generated by {126, 136, 236, 246-147, 256 -157, 346 -148, 356 -158, 456, 127, 137, 237, 347 -248, 357 -258, 457, 128, 138, 238, 458, 129, 139, 149, 159, 239, 249, 259, 349, 359, 459}, it (2) We take F(6) = S 2 (Ce l + Ce 2 + Ce 3 ), F(2) = C^4 + Ce 5 , and denotê i ® */ ® ^ by < (/fe >, 1 < f, 7 < 3, k = 4, 5. Then, a point 0(j;)e F(6) (x) F(2) is expressed as
The correspondence q(y)<^>p(y) gives an isomorphism F(6) (x) F(2) ^ If as representations of G^.
The orbital decomposition of (SL(3) x GL(2), 2A l (^A l , F(6) (g) F(2)) is given in [KM] , as in Table 3 .1. Here, the first column denotes the name of the orbit in [KM] , and if y t = 0, we leave it a blank. (e l9 ...,e 40 )A(q(x)) = (dp(X i )q(x) 9 ... 9 dp(X 40 )q(x)).
The A(q(x)) is a 40 x 40 matrix with linear entries. We notice that codim
By applying elementary transforms on A(x 0 + p(y)), we can find a 40 x 40 matrices C with entries in C and D(y) with polynomial entries, such that detC, detDOOeC-{0}, and [YS] ). Therefore, connected components are determined by the type of multiple roots of F(t). Here, F(t) is called type (fc 1? ...,fe m ), when 1 < m < 5, 1 < kj < 5 for 1 < j < m, k 1 + ••• + k m = 5, and
Moreover, each connected component E is smooth and
A representative point of each connected component and the corresponding orbit including it is as follows. In the following table, representative points of types (5) 
First, we note that each connected components C in Table 3 .3 satisfy the property that if (y 2 ,...,y 5 )eC, then (c 2 y 2 , c 3 y 3 , c 4 y 4 , c 5 j; 5 )eC for any ceC -{0}. Thus each of them includes the origin in its closure. Now, we prove that S 3jl8 eJ4f(S 4>11 ). Let x 3jl8 be a point of S 3jl8 in Table  in u f u -' _L ' /123456789 1. By an exchange of basis u i -+±u giW g l = I 2 5 -3 1 -7 8 6 -' (we mean w 4 -> -w 3 , etc) P(0i)*3,i8 = 247 + 157 + 148 + 346 + 256 + 239.
By #2 = ("9 -> "8 + "9) = S98(l), i8 = 256 + 346 + 157 + 247 + 148 + 238 + 239.
Set g(e) = 0 5 ( e )0403020i-Then, Iimp(0(e))x 3>18 = x 4tll .
Next set g 1 =s 32 (-1), 123 4 5678 9\ 2 1 4 -3 5 6 8 7 9J' 93 ''
0 5 (e) be the same as above. Then, if we set g(s) = g 5 (£)g4.g^g 2 gi, we have Iim0(e)x 3jl5 = x 4tll .
Since there exist only two orbits of codimension 3 containing S 4>11 in its closure, orbits of types (4, 1) and (3, 2) in Table 3 .3 coincide with S 3>15 and £3,18-We do not know the mutual correspondence. But if we consider the orders of those holonomic varieties, we know that (4, 1) corresponds S 3>15 and (3,2) does S 3>18 . Now we show the correspondence of codimension 2 orbits. Then, we have p(0)(x 4ill + x (2i2il) ) -* 2)24 and where x (2$2>1) (x (3slfl) , respectively) is the representative point of the component of type (2,2,1) ((i 1, 1), respectively) in Table 3 .3. Types (2, 1, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) correspond to S 1>30 and S 0)40 since S 1>30 , S 0i40 EJ^ (£4,11) and they are unique orbits of codimensions 1 and 0.
(2) is clear by (1), since all orbits in H are weighted homogeneous of weights (2, 3, 4, 5) . Thus the Proposition is proved.
In the proof of the Proposition, f(x) = dQtA(q(x)) is nothing but the fundamental relative invariant of our P.V. We also remark that /s 4 §11 00 = detL(j;), which is identified with the discriminant of the quintic equation, is called the transverse localization along S 4fll of/(x) in [Y 2], which is relatively invariant by the vector fields defined by \X l9 ... 9 
The localization of/(x) in the sense of the Definition 6.7 in [SKKO] is the lowest homogeneous part of f S4 n , that is, (5y 5 ) 4 .
Lemma 2.12.
(1) The GL(2) acts on Cu + Ci; by (u,v)-+(u,v) A for AEGL (2) . This action induces the action 2A 1 (resp. 3AJ of GL(2) on the space of binary quadratic forms :
v
2 + x 03 t 3 (resp. on the space of binary cubic forms:
(2) (GL (2), 2A The following lemma is well-known in linear algebra.
Lemma 2.14. For m > n > 1, the triplet (SL(m) x SL(n), ^ (x) A l9 M(m, n)) has (n + l)-orbits S t where S f = {^eM(m, n); rankX = i} i = 0, 1, 2,...,n.
For m = n, together with scalar multiplication, we have the same result. Now, we begin to prove the proposition 2.1 starting from the case [1] in Table 2 .
1° (The case [1])
We choose x'= -2<256>+ < 346> + 8< 157>-<247>-2< 148> + <238> so that § x , becomes the standard form (2.4). The point x' belongs to the orbit S 7?27 in Table 1 . We denote x' by x 7>27 . The Lie algebra § X7>27 is given as follows:
The action of g X7 27 on the vector space N n 27 with respect to the base {<129>, 2<139>, (<149> + 2<239», (4/13) (< 159> + 8<249», «259> + 2<349», 2<359>, <459>} modulo T X7 _ 27 is given as follows.
c -f o oW -("° ° 5t W Us S/ "~V° ° °/ where s = a 45 and t = a 21 .
Let H X7 27 be the connected algebraic subgroup of GL (7) For the orbit S = Gx of x = x 7)27 + ^(resp. y 2 , y 3 ), we have Se^(S 4)11 )(resp. ^f(5 3>18 ), ^f(S 4>14 )). The point x = x lj21 + y 4 belongs to the orbit S 5>9 . Let /i(s)(resp. h(j8), /i(t)) = expCeH JC7 27 where C is a matrix in (2.5) with all entries zero except s(resp. /?, t). (a) If Pi 3 7^ 0, then we may assume that 2p 13 = 1 by the action of h(f$) with jS = -log 2p 13 . Moreover, we may assume that p 14 = 0 by h(t) with t = -p 14 , i.e., we obtain y = y 1 .
(b) If Pi 3 =0 and p 14 / 0, then we may assume that p 14 = 1 by h(f$) with j6 = -log p 14 . Then we may assume that p 15 = 0 by h(t) with t = -~, i.e., we obtain y = y 2 . (e) If p 13 = p 14 = p 15 = p 25 = Pis = 0 and p 45 / 0, then we obtain y = y 4 by fc(jB) with jB = -Iogp 45 .
(ii) If p 13 = p 14 = p 15 = p 25 = p 35 = p 45 = 0 and p 12 / 0, then this case is equivalent to (e) in (i).
(iii) If all p tj = 0, then we obtain y = y 5 .
[2]
The point x* = x 7j27 + (u 1 A M 3 ) (x) w 9 coincides with the representative point x 4ill of the orbit S 4>11 in Table 1 by the transformation u 1 -> -uJ2, u 2 -»^/2iu 2 , u 4 -+^/2iu 4 , u 5 -+-u 5 /2, u 6^> u 6 /(^/2i), u^u^I, u 8^u8 /(^/2i) and u 9 -> -2w 9 where i = ^/-1 . Therefore when the orbit S contains the point x = x 7>27 + j>i, then the closure S contains x 4ill , because ljmp(0)x = x* where gf is given as follows with £ = s 2 . (2.6) g is a diagonal matrix in M(9) with the diagonal elements (e~2, s' 1 , 1, e, s 2 , s' 1 , 1, e, £}. Therefore, SeJf(S 4ill ). The point x* = x 7)27 + {(MI A u 4 ) + 2(w 2 A w 3 )} (x) w 9 coincides with the representative point x 3il8 of the orbit S 3jl8 in Table 1 by the action of p(s 89 (l/2)), p(s 98 ( -2/5)) and by the transformation u 1 -> -u 5 /4, w 3 -^w 4 , u 4 ->u l9 u 5 -> M 3 /2, u 6 -* -w 8 , M 7 -> w 6 , w 8 -> 2w 7 and w 9 -> 2w 9 /5. Therefore, when the orbit S contains the point x = x 7j27 + y^ then the closure S contains x 3jlg3 because limp(^)x = x* where g is the diagonal matrix (2.6) with ^ = e.
Therefore Se Jf (S 3il8 ) c jf (S 4)11 ). The point x* = x 7>27 + {(u 1 A M S ) + 8(w 2 A w 4 )} (x) u 9 coincides with the representative point x 4?14 of the orbit S 4fl4 in Table 1 by the action of p(s 79 (-1/8)), p(s 97 (8/65)) and by the transformation u 1 ->M 3 /2, u 2 -> u l9 w 3 -> M 4 , u 4 -*u 2 ,u 5 -+ u 5 /2, u 6 -> -w 6 , w 7 -> w 9 /2, M 8 -> M 7 , w 9 -> 8 w 8 /65. Therefore, when the orbit S contains the point x = x 7>2 7 + ^3, then the closure S contains x 4 14 , because limp(#)x = x* where g is (2.6) with f = 1. Therefore SeJf? (S 4tl4 ) The point x = x 7j27 + y 4 coincides with the representative point x 5>9 of the orbit S 5>9 in Table 1 by the transformation u 1^> u 5 /2, u 2 -> ^/2u 4 , u 4 -* ^/2u 2 , u 5 -* w x /2, u 6 -* -Ws/v/2, w 7 -^ -w 7 /2, w 8 ->• u 6 /^/2 and M 9 -» ^Wg.
By this proposition, Remark 2.9 and Propositions 2.10, 2.11, we have the following result. ( 1 ) yi = A< 129 > + K 139 > + v< 249 > + T< 359 > + < 459 > (2) j, 2 = <129> + A«149>-+ v<249> + <359> (3) y 3 = A«149>-<259» (4) j; 4 = «149>-<259» + A«159>-<349» + <359> (5) y 5 = «159>-<349» + <359> (6) j; 6 = <359> (7) y 7 = «149>-<259» + «159>-<349» (8) ); 8 = <129> + «159>-<349» (9) >> 9 = «159>-<349» (10) y 10 = <129> + <139> (11) y n = <129> (12) y 12 = Q.
For the orbit S of x = x 8 _ 18 + y^resp. y 2 ), we have SeJf (S 4 14 )(resp.
For the orbit S of x = x 8 _ 18 + .^(resp. y 4 ), if A,u ^ l/4(resp. A ^ 0), we have ll ), and if A^ = 1/4 (except A = /* = 1/2, /I = co/2 and ,u = o> 2 /2 or 1 = « 2 /2 and /i = <y/2)(resp. A = 0), then the orbit S is S 4?20 . If A = /* = 1/2, A = co/2 and ^ = a> 2 /2 or A = a> 2 /2 and fj. = to/2, then we can see that S = S 5>12 . The point x = x 8>18 + y 5 (resp. y ; , i = 6, 7,. ..,11) coincides with the representative point x s>16 (resp. x 6>8 , x li30 , x 3>18 , x 5il6 , x| >14 , x 7>7 ) of the orbit S 5>16 (resp. S 6>8 , S 1|30 , S 3il8 , 5 5 , 16 , Sl §14 , S 7>7 ) in Table 1 .
Proof.
Put (a) If p 12 7^ 0, then we obtain y 2 by the action of p(g) where 3 is as follows: (2.9) g is a diagonal matrix in M(9) and its diagonal elements If p 13 T^ 0 and the all remaining p tj = 0, y coincides with y 11 by the same way (iii).
The point x* = x 8jl8 + (u 4 A u s ) (x) w 9 coincides with the representative point x 4>14 of the orbit S 4>14 in Table 1 by the transformation w x <-> w 4 , w 2 -> w 3 , w 3 ->• w 5 , w 5 -> M 2 , w 6 -» -M 7 , w 7 -> M 6 , w 8 -> -u 9 and M 9 -> M 8 . Therefore, when the orbit S contains the point x = x 8>18 + y l9 then the closure S contains x 4>14 , because lim p(g)x = x* where g is (2.9) with ^ = (o-e) 3 .
Therefore, Se^f(S 4jl4 ) by Remark 2.9.
The point x* = x 8jl8 + {(t^ A u 2 ) + (w 3 A u 5 )} (g) w 9 coincides with the representative point x 4ill of the orbit S 4>11 in Table 1 by the transformation M!->M 2 , M 2 ->w 3 , M 3 -»M l9 w 4 <->H 5 , M 8 <->w 9 and u 1 -^-u 1 . Therefore, when the orbit S contains the point x = x 8jl8 + y 2 , then the closure S contains x 4>11 , because limp(g)x = x* where g is (2.9) with a = 1 and ^ = I/a. Therefore, When the point x = x 8sl8 + y 3 , if /IjU + 1/4, then we may assume that j; 3 is y in the case of [l]- (ii)-(a) by the action of h(a 14 , a 15 ) where -a 14 + 2Aa 15 / 0 and 2jua 14 -a 15 = 0. Therefore, y 3 coincides with y 2 . If A/i = 1/4, then we may assume as follows: : the transformation u 1 <-»ti 3 , u 2 -> M 5 /2m, u 5 -> w 2 , w 6 -> w 9 , w 7 -> -w 6 , w 8 -» -2mw 7 , and w 9 -» w g ; When x = x 8>18 + }^4, if A 7^ 0, then we may assume that y 4 is y 2 by the action h(a 14 , a 15 ) where a 14 = 1/2/1, a 15 = 1/2; if A = 0, then the point x coincides with the representative point x 4j20 of the orbit S 4>20 in Table 1 The point x = x 8jl8 + y 5 coincides with the representative point x 5>16 of the orbit S 5>16 in Table 1 The point x = x 8jl8 + y 6 coincides with the representative point x 6>8 of the orbit S 6j8 in Table 1 by the transformation u 1 -f^u 3 , u 2 ++u 5 , u 6 ->-u 6 , u 7 ->
The point x = x 8jl8 + j; 7 belongs to the orbit S lj30 , because codim F S = dirnG^. = 1 where S is the orbit of x by Lemma 2.7.
The point x = x 8>18 + j; 8 coincides with the representative point x 3 §18 of the orbit S 3jl8 in Table 1 by the action of p(s 97 (l/2)s 52 (-l/2)s 79 (-1)) and the transformation u 1^> u 2 , u 3 -> -l/2w 5 , w 4 -» w 3 , u 5 -> w 9 , u 6 -+u 8 , w 7 -» -2w 6 , w 8 -> -2w 7 and w 9 -> 1/2 M 9 .
The point x = x 8)18 H-y 9 coincides with the representative point x 5il6 of the orbit S 5>16 in Table 1 by the action of p(s 97 (-l/2)s 79 (l)) and the transformation u^ -> « 4 , u 2 -> w l5 M 3 -> w 5 , M 4 -* -u 2 , M 6 -> w 9 , M 7 -> M 8 , u 8 -» -w 6 and w 9 ~> 1/2 M 7 .
The point x = x 8>18 + y 10 coincides with the representative point x § >14 of the orbit S\ t^ in Table 1 by the action of p(g) where and by the transformation w 2 -» -w 3 , w 3 -> w 2 , w 4 -> fw 4 , w 7 -> iw 7 and w 8 <-> w 9 , where i 2 = -1. The point x = x g>18 + y n coincides with the representative point x 7>7 of the orbit S 7>7 in Table 1 by the transformation u i^> u 2 , u 5 -> -u 5 , w 6 <-»w 7 and u 9 -»-w 9 .
Q.E.D. The action of § x i ^ on the vector space N x i with respect to the base {<129>,«149>-<249» 5 <159>, <239>,«259> 13 -<349», <359>, <459>} modulo T x i is given as follows: (1) j>!=A (2) y 2 = A<159> + «259>-<349» A / 0 (3) y 3 = <129> + «259>-<349» (4) y 4 = «259>-<349» (5) y 5 = <159> + <239> (6) y 6 = «149>-<249» + <239> (7) y 7 = <239> (8) y 8 = <159> (9) >> 9 = <129> (10) y 10 = 0.
For the orbit S of x = Xg )13 + y l9 we have SeJJf(S 5tl2 ).
When X / 2(resp. A = 2), the point x = x^1 3 + y 2 belongs to the orbit S 2i24 (resp. ^s.ie) zw (-l)) x where x = Xg tl3 + y and g is the transformation u 2 -> u 2 , w 3 <-^w 4 , w 6 -> -u 6 and M 7 <-^ -w 8 .
Hence we obtain that y = y 1 by the action of h(a 14 ) 9 h(a 25 ) and h(P) where P25 + P45«i4 = O s «25 = ~ 2p 14 /P 25 and j8 --Iogp 45 .
( (iii) If p 15 -p 35 = p 45 = 0 and p 12 p 25 / 0 (resp., p 12 -0 and p 25 / 0), then we obtain that y = y 3 (resp., y = y 4 ) by the action of h(a 14 ), h(a 13 ) and ft(a l9 j8) (resp., fc(jS)) where a 14 = -p 23 /(2p 25 ), a 13 = P 14 /p 25 and -ai + /f = -Iogp 25 , 4a x + jS = -log p 12 (resp., j5 = -log p 25 ). (v) If p 15 = p 25 =p 35 = p 45 = 0 and p 14 p 23 ^ 0(resp., p 14 = 0, p 23 + 0), then we obtain that y = y 6 (resp. 5 j; = y 7 ) by the action of h(a 13 ), /z(a ls a 2s jS)(resp. /*(£)) where a 13 = p 12 20^ + a 2 + £ = -log p 23 , oa 2 + jS = -log p 14 (resp., £ = -log p 23 ). (viii) If P! 2 + 0 and all the remaining p tj = 0, then we obtain that y = y 9 by the action of h(f$) where /? = -Iogp 12 .
[2] When the point x* = x 9)13 + (u 4 A u s ) (g) u 9 , x* coincides with the representative point x 5jl2 of the orbit S 5>12 in Table 1 by the action of p(g-s 2 i(-1)) where g is the transformation u 1 -> w 3 , u 2 <-> w 5 , M 3 -> t/ 43 w 4 -> t^, w 6 -> -u 6 , M 7 -» -M 7 and u s <r+u 9 . Therefore, for the orbit S of x = x| sl3 + j^, the closure S contains x*, because lim p(h)x = x* where h is a diagonal matrix in M (9) and its elements [a 2 , a 2 , s, (o-e)" 1^"3 , a, a~ls, (cr 2 £)~1 5 cr 4 e}. Hence, we have S6Jf(S 5il2 ) by Remark 2.9.
When the point x = X9 )13 + j; 2 , if /I ^ 2, then the point x coincides with the representative point x 2j24 of the orbit S 2>2 4 in Table 1 by the action of p(g-S 2i(~ ^/2)-s 96 (l/2)-s 69 (-1)) where g is the transformation u l -> 2w 3 /(A -2), M 2 ->M 5 , tta-*^, M 5 -^(A -2)u 2 /A, w 6 -»-Aw 9 /(A -2), M 7 ->w 6 , u 8 -»-(A -2)w 7 /2 and u 9 -> -M 8 /2; and if /I = 2, the point coincides with the representative point X s,i6 of the orbit S 5jl6 in Table 1 The point x = Xg jl3 + y 3 coincides with the representative point x 5j21 of the orbit S 5>21 in Table 1 The point x = x 9>13 + j; 4 coincides with the representative point x£ >14 of the orbit Sg il4 in Table 1 by the action of p (g-s 96 (l/2)-s 69 (-1)) where g is the transformation u l -> w 5 , M 2 ->• -w 2 , w 3 -* w l3 w 4 ->• w 3 , w 5 -> w 4 , w 6 -> -w g , M 7 -> M 6 , M 8 -> w 7 and w 9 -> -w 9 /2.
The point x = x 9>13 H-y 5 coincides with the representative point x 3jl8 of the orbit S 35l8 in Table 1 The point x = x 9>13 + j; 6 coincides with the representative point Xg.i orbit Sj il4 in Table 1 by the action of p(g-s 91 (-l/2)-s 87 (l/2)-s 43 (l/2)-s 79 (l)) where g is the transformation u 1 -> w 3 /2, w 2 -» MI, w 3 -» w 4 , w 4 -» M 2 > % ~* -w 7 , u 7 -»• 2w 8 , w 8 -> 2u 6 and w 9 -> -w 9 /2.
The point x = x 9)13 4-y 8 coincides with the point x 9jl3 + y 2 (A = 2) above by the action of p (0 2 s 69(l) s i2(-l)0i) where g^ (resp., g 2 ) is the transformation u 9 -> 2w 9 (resp., u 2 -* -u 2 , w 3 <->M 4 , u 6 -> -w 6 , w 7 -» -u s and w 8 -> -w 7 ).
The point x = Xg tl3 + y 7 coincides with the representative point x 7jlo of the orbit S 7flo in Table 1 by the action of p (g-s 98 (l)-s l2 (-1)) where g is the transformation u 1 <^u 3 , u 5 -> -u 5 and w 8 <-»w 9 .
The point x = x 9jl3 + y 9 coincides with the representative point x 8)6 of the orbit S 8)6 by the transformation u l -> -u l9 w 3 <-^M 4 , u 7 -> -w g , u s -> -M 7 and w 9 -» -M 9 .
By this proposition, Remark 2.9 and Propositions 2.10, 2.11, we have the following results. Table 1 . We denote x' by x 10il2 .
The Lie algebra g xio 12 is given as follows: (1) y 1 (2) y 2 (3) y 3 = <239> + <359> + <459> (4) ); 4 (5) 3> 5 (6) y 6 (7) y 7 (8) 3> 8 (9) 3; 9 = <149> + «159>-<259»/2 + <239> (10) y 10 = <149> + <239> (11) y n = <239> (12) y 12 = < 129 > (13) 3> 13 = 0.
The point x = x 10tl2 + y^resp. x 10>12 + y f ; z = 2, 3,..., 12) belongs to the orbit S 0>40 (re^/?. S 1>30 , S 1>30 , S 2 ,2iJ ^4,20? ^2,24? ^5,21? ^6,i4j ^6,22? ^T.ISJ ^S.BJ 5° (The case 5) Put x' = < 256 > + < 346 > -< 147 > -< 237 > + < 138 >. The point x' belongs to the orbit S 10>10 in Table 1 . We denote x' by x 10 ,i 0 -The Lie algebra 9* 10 ,io is § iven as follows: (1) yi =A<129> + //«149>-<239» (2) y 2 = <249> + <359> (3) j> 3 = <129> + «259>-<349» (4) y 4 = «259>-<349» + <359> (5) y 5 = <129> + <359> (6) y 6 = <359> (7) >> 7 = <159> + <249>+«259>-<349» (8) 3; 8 = <249> + «259>-<349» (9) j; 9 = <159> + «259>-<349» (10) y 10 = <129> + «259>-<349» (11) For the orbit S of x = x 10 ,io + y ls we have Se^f (S 3jl8 ).
The point x loao + y 2 (resp. x 10)10 + y { ; i = 3, 4,..., 17) belongs to the orbit 2,21 (fSSp. J4.,i4, 05 >12 , S 5j9 , iS 6jl4 S 3fi5 , S 5j2 i, S 4jl4 , S 6 14 , S 8ill , S 4>11 , S 6>14 , S 6>8) S 7>7 , S 7>10 , 5 9>5 ) in Table 1 .
By this proposition, Remark 2.9 and Propositions 2.10, 2.11, we have the following results. Table 1 . We denote x' by x 11>8 .
The Lie algebra g,,. 118 is given as follows: (1) j; 1 (2) 3> 2 (3) >; 3 (4) y 4 (5) 3> 5 (6) 3 '6 (7) y 7 = <259> + <349> (8) y 8 (9) j> 9 (10) y 10 = <159> + < 349 > (11) y 11 = <349> (12) y 12 = <139> + <249> + <259> (13) j; 13 = <249> +<259> (14) The point x 11>8 + y^ (resp. x lli8 + y t ; i = 2,. . Table 1 . We denote x' by x 12>5 .
The Lie algebra g^^ 5 is given as follows :
(2. 30 8 -,,,. (1) yi (2) y 2 (3) 3> 3 (4) ); 4 = <129> + <359> (5) y 5 = <359> (6) n = <259> + <349> (7) j; 7 = <159>-<249> (8) 3> 8 (9) y 9 (10) y 10 (11) y n = <159>-<249> (12) j; 12 = <149> + <239> (13) j; 13 = <129> (14) y 14 = Q.
The point x 12>5 + y 1 (resp. x 12>5 + y t ; i -2,..., 13) belongs to the orbit S 2j21 (resp. S 3 18 , S 3>15 , S 5 9 , S 6 8 , S 4ill , S 6 14 , S 8|6 , S 9 5 , S 6|22 , S 7il5 , S 9 9 , S lli4 ) in Table 1 .
8° (The case [8])
Put x' = < 236 > + < 456 > -< 137 > + < 128 >. The point x' belongs to the orbit Sj 3i9 . We denote x' by x\ 3<9 .
The Lie algebra Q X^ is given as follows: (1) >1 = (2) 3; 2 = <149> + <239>-<459> (3) j; 3 = <239>-<459> + <359> (4) y t -(5) y s -(6) y 6 = < 149> + <239> -<459> (7) y 7 = <239>-<459> (8) y 8 = <149> (9) 3>9 = 0.
The point xJ 3 _ 9 + y^ (resp. xJ 3j9 + y^, i = 2,...,8) belongs to the orbit S 4i20 (resp. S Sil2 , Sg il4 , S 6i8 , S 7jlo , S 8>11 ,S 12ilo , S llils ) in Table 1. 9° (The case [9] ) Put x' = <456> + <137> -<128>. The point x' belongs to the orbit S? 4 , 6 in Table 1 . We denote x' by x? 4?6 .
The Lie algebra §.,.0 is given as follows: The action of g x o 46 on the vector space N x o 46 with respect to the base {< 149 >, < 159 >, < 239X < 249 >, < 259 >, < 349 >, <359 >} modulo T x?4 6 is given as follows: (1) y 1 (2) y 2 (3) 3; 3 (4) y4 (5) ); 5 (6) y 6 (7) y 7 (8) y 8 (9) y 9 = <149> (10) y 10 = 0.
The point x? 4>6 + y t (resp. x? 4 , 6 + j ; ; i = 2, ...,9) belongs to the orbit 5 4>2 o . S 5>16 , S 5]12 , 5 6|14 , 5 7jl5 , S 8]g , S 8]11 , 5 12>10 , S 12]13 ).
10° (The case [10] ) Put x' = < 156 > -< 246 > -<147 > + < 237 > + < 128 >. The point x' belongs to the orbit 5i 4t6 in Table 1 . We denote x' by Xi 46 .
The Lie algebra Q X 2 is given as follows:
11° (The case [11] ) Put x' = < 256 > -< 346 > -< 137 > + < 128 >. The point x f belongs to the orbit S 14>4 in Table 1 . We denote x' by x 14 , 4 . The Lie algebra § X144 is given as follows:
(2.38) fc l4i4 = {(o °)eM (9) where (1) yi (2) 3> 2 (3) y 3 = <149> + <159> + <259> +<349> (4) y 4 (5) y 5 (6) y 6 (7) y 7 (8) y 8 (9) y 9 = <149> + <239> (10) y 10 = <149> (11) y 11 = <239> (12) y 12 =0.
The point x 14>4 + y t (resp. x 14>4 + y t ; i = 2,..., 11) belongs to the orbit S 4i20 (resp. S 5jl6 , S 6jl4 , S 7jlo , S 8i8 , S 7 , 7 , S 8>6 , S 9>9 , S 9j5 , S 11>15 , o 13]9 ).
12° (The case [12] ) Put x' = < 346 > -< 147 > + < 237 > + < 128 >. The point x' belongs to the orbit S 15>11 in Table 1 . We denote x' by x is>11 .
The Lie algebra g xijll is given as follows: (G Xl5jll , p, N XlSil) ) has 6 orbits represented by the following points modulo T X15 n :
(1) yi = <159> + <459> (2) y 2 (3) j> 3 (4) y 4 (5) y 5 (6) y 6 = 0.
The point x 15>11 + y 1 (resp. x 15ill + y f ; i = 2,.. .,5) belongs to the orbit S 5>21 (res/?. S' 6)145 S 7fl5 , S (1) yi (2) y 2 (3) ^3 (4) y 4 (5) j/ 5 = <359> (6) y 6 = <259> + <349> (7) y 7 = <349> (8) y 8 (9) y 9 (10) >, 10 (11) y u (12) >> 12 (13) j; 13 (14) j; 14 (15) y 15 = 0.
The point X 15|3 + y l (resp. x 15?3 + y { ; i = 2,..., 14) belongs to the orbit S 5>12 (resp. S 6i8 , S 7il5 , S 6jl4 , S 7|10 , 5 7>7 , S 9|9 , S 9>13 , S 10 7 , S 10j7 , S llp4 , S 13|9 , S 12>13 , 5i 4 , 6 ) in Table 1. 14° (The case [14] ) Put x' = <246> -<137> + <128>. The point x' belongs to the orbit S 16>5 in Table 1 . We denote x' by x 16]5 .
The Lie algebra g, 165 is given follows: (1) 3 ; 1 = <359> + <459> (2) >-2 (3) y 3 (4) j; 4 (5) y 5 (6) j; 6 = <349> + <259> (7) j; 7 (8) j> 8 (9) ^ = <349> (10) y 10 = <149> + <239> (11) 3>n = <239> (12) y 12 =Q.
The point x 16i5 + y&esp. x 16?5 + y t ; i = 2,..., 11) belongs to the orbit S°j l4 .
. S7 10> ^8,8> ^8,6' "9,13; ^9,9> "10,7) ^12, 13; ^12,20; "13,12; $15,7) ^n Table 1. 15° (The case [15] ) Put x' = < 146 > + < 236 > -<137 > + < 128 >. The point x' belongs to the orbit S 18i3 in Table 1 . We denote x' by x 18>3 . The Lie algebra § X18 3 is given as follows: (1) }>i (2) y 2 (3) y 3 = <259> (4) j; 4 = <159> (5) y s = <249> (6) y 6 = <159> (7) j; 7 = <149>-<239> (8) (1) y 1 (2) y 2 (3) y 3 (4) y4 = <239> (5) 3> 5 = <159> (6) y 6 = Q.
The point x 2 i,5 + y\ (resp. x 2 i )5 + y,-; i = 2,..., 5 belongs to the orbit S lltl5 (res/?. S 12pl3 , Si 4>6 , S 15j7 , S 20sl2 ) in Table 1 (where a 1 + a 2 + a 3 + a 4 + a 5 = 0).
The action of g X22 6 on the vector space N X22 6 with respect to the base «149> J <249>,<349> J <159> J <259>,<359> ? <459>} modulo T X226 is given as follows: By the above studying, we have proved Proposition 2.1. §3. Good Holonomic Varieties of Our P.V.
Let J^be the Zariski-closure of {(x, e-grad-log/(x))|eeC, xe iK/(x) ^= 0} in Vx V* where/is the relative invariant of our triplet (G, p, V) .
We recall that the conormal bundle A s of an orbit S is called a good holonomic variety, when
(1) G acts on A s prehomogeneously, i.e., the conormal vector space of S is a P.V., and (2) A s ci W(d. Definition 4.5 in [SKKO] ). It is clear that the conormal bundle Vx {0} of the open orbit V-S is a good holonomic variety.
On the other hand, the conormal bundle {0} x V* of the origin {0} is a good holonomic variety if and only if (G, p, V) is a regular P.V. (cf. Proposition 4.6 in [SKKO] ).
We recall the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. (See Corollary 6.11 in [SKKO] Remark 3.3. Since G = SL(5) x GL(4) is reductive, we have (G, p*, V*) (G, p, V). For a given orbit S in (G, p, V) , we have the dual orbit S* in (G, p*, F*)(See Definition 1.3) which corresponds to some orbit 5" in (G, p, V) . In this case, we call S" the dual orbit of S. It is clear that if A s is a good holonomic variety, then A s , is also a good holonomic variety.
The rest of this section is devoted to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4, In our P. V. (G, p, F) , all G-prehomogeneous conormal bundles of orbits S are good holonomic varieties.
Proof. In our P.Y., the orbits whose conormal vector spaces are P.V.'s, are given as follows: 5 0j 4 0 , *3 lj30 , S 2) 24> 2 > 21s 3 > 18? $3,155 ^4,20? £4,143 ^4,119 "s,i6> £5,12? S5,9> S 6fl4 , S 6>8 , S 7>7 , S 8ill , S 8)8 , S 12flo , and their dual orbits.
1° (For the orbits S 0>40 )
The conormal bundle A QAO of the open orbit S 0 ,4o is good. 2° (For the orbits S lf30 , S 4i20 and <S 12jlo ) Each of their conormal vector spaces is an irreducible regular P. V. Namely, the conormal vector space of S 1>30 (resp. 5" 4j2 o 5 $12,10) is (GL(1), A l9 V(l)) (resp. (GL(2), 3A l9 F(4)), (SL(3) x GL(2), 2A l (g) A l9 F(6) (x) F(2)). Therefore their conormal bundles A li30 , A 4>2 o and A 12 ,i 09 are good holonomic varieties by Lemma 3.1. 3° (For the orbits £3,15, S 4ill , S 5il2 , £5,9, S 7)7 and S 8>8 ) For these orbits S ij9 we can prove A tj c W as follows. For the generic point (x ij9 yfj) of A tj = G(x ij9 j;*-) = the Zariski-closure of {(p(g)x ip p*(g)y$', geG} in Table 4 , let (x 0 , y$) and g = g(s) be as in Table 5 corresponding to A tj . Then we have (x 0 , sy$)eW. Note that PFis G-admissible. One can check directly that (x ij9 yfj) = Iimg-(x 0 , eyg) = Iim(p(0)x 0 , Hence we have yl y = G(x y , 3;^) Table 4 u ^5
<156> + <246> + <346> + <147> + <237> <456> -<357> 4-< 158> + <348> <138> + <259> -2<248> <256> + <346> + <157> + <247> + <148> <456> -<357> -<258 > + <348> <238> + <139> +2<159>-2<249> 5,12 <146>-<236> + <256>-<157> + <128> <456> -< 148 > -<258 > -2<238 > + <349> +2<357> + <247> A 5t9 <256>-<346> + <157>-<247>-<148> <456> -<258 > -<348 > + 2< 149) + < 238 > -< 129 > + 2 < 239 > -3 < 357 > A ltl <256>-<346>-<157> + <247>-<138> <456> + < 158 > + <248 > -< 149) + <129> -<239> + <357> s.s <246> + <357> + <128> + <139> <156> + < 147> + <348 > + <259> yfj-. a generic point of V* } . Table 5 J/9x 0 ,/(x 0 ) * 0, y$ = grad-log/(x 0 ), g: a diagonal matrix in M(9). 3,15 *o = <156> + <246> + <346> + <147> + <237> + < 138> + <259 > + 2<456> + <158> + 3<348> >>J = 3<156> + 2<246> + 3<346> + 6<147> +4<237> + 6<138> + 10<259> + <456> -<357> + <158> + <348>-2<248>-12<136> + 4<128>-12<149> + 12<239>-3<359> g = {r 4° (For the other orbits) The holonomic variety A 2t24 (resp. A 2i21 , ^4,i4> A 5tl6 , A 6tS9 A Stll ) ^as a one-codimensional G 0 -prehomogeneous intersection with ^i, 30 (resp. 4,2o> ^5,12? ^4,2o» ^s,9> ^i2,io)-Therefore it is a good holonomic variety by Lemma 3.2. Similarly, A 3tl8 (resp. ^6 > i 4 ) has a one-codimensional G 0 -prehomogeneous intersection with A 2i2l (resp. ^4 8 ,u)-Hence it is good.
By Remark 3.3, the conormal bundles of dual orbits of the above are also good holonomic varieties. Thus we obtain our assertion.
